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1 Introduction 
Faraday waves [1] are gravity-capillary waves that are excited on the surface 
of a fluid when its container is vibrated vertically and the vertical accelera-
tion exceeds a threshold valué. These waves have received much attention in 
the literature both as a basic fluid dynamical problem and as a paradigm of a 
pattern-forming system [2,3,4]. Unfortunately, in the low viscosity limit, there 
are several basic issues that remain unresolved, particularly in connection with 
the generation of mean flows in the bulk. The viscous part of these flows (also 
called streaming flow or acoustic streaming) is driven by the oscillatory boundary 
layers attached to the solid walls and the free surface by well-known mechanisms 
first uncovered by Schlichting [5] and Longuet-Higgins [6]. This mean flow has 
been shown recently to affect the dynamics of the primary waves at leading order 
in a related, laterally vibrated system [7]. This is somewhat similar to the effect 
of an internal circulation on surface wave dynamics in drops [8]. 
The main object of this note is to present and discuss a set of asymptotically 
correct (as viscosity and wave steepness go to zero) coupled amplitude-mean 
flow (CASF) equations for multi-mode Faraday waves in containers of general 
cross-section. It will be seen that it is asymptotically inconsistent to ignore the 
streaming flow while retaining the usual cubic nonlinear terms whenever more 
than one surface mode is present. Symmetries of the problem, if present, limit the 
scope of the interaction with the mean flow; however, as the number of excited 
surface modes increases, the interaction becomes stronger and stronger. Despite 
the fact that the CASF equations include 3-D continuity and Navier-Stokes-
like equations for the mean flow some qualitative properties of the solutions 
can be established. As an example, we consider in §4 two-mode Faraday waves 
in almost-square, rectangular containers, as in the well-known experiments by 
Simonelli and Gollub [9] and Feng and Sethna [10]. 
2 Formulation 
We consider a vertically vibrated cylindrical container of general cross-section 
S. In order to avoid the uncertainties associated with the modeling of contact-
line dynamics [2] and additional difirculties due to a strong singularity in the 
velocity at a moving contact line when the contact angle differs from 0 or ir [11], 
the contact line is assumed to be pinned to the upper edge of the vertical wall of 
the container, as done in some Faraday experiments [12] in order to eliminate the 
lateral meniscus and the associated meniscus waves. For nondimensionalization, 
we use the unperturbed depth, £, as characteristic length and, in order to take 
into account simultaneously both gravity and microgravity conditions, we use 
the gravity-capillary time [g / í + cr/(y0^3)]-1^2 as the characteristic time. Here 
g is the gravitational acceleration, a is the surface tensión coefficient and p is 
the density, all assumed to be constant. We use a Cartesian coordinate system 
attached to the vibrating container, with the z = 0 plañe at the unperturbed 
free surface, assumed to be horizontal. The governing continuity and momentum 
conservation equations are 
V-v=0, dv/dt-v xV xv = -Vp + CgAv (1) 
if (x, y) G £ and —í<z<f, with the boundary conditions 
v = 0 ií z = -íoiií(x,y) edS, / = 0 if (x, y) e dS, (2) 
v-n = (df/dt)(ez-n), [(Vv + VvT)-n] x n = 0, if z = f, (3) 
p - \v\2/2 - (1 - S)f + SV.[Vf/(l + |V/|2)V2] 
= Cg[(Vv + VvJ)-n\-n + Aeuj2fcos2ujt if z = f, (4) 
and appropriate initial conditions. Here p (= pressure + |i>|2/2 + (1 — S)z + 
4euj2zcos 2u>t) is a modified pressure, v is the velocity, f is the vertical deflection 
of the free surface, n is the outward unit normal to the free surface, dS stands for 
the boundary of the container cross-section S, and ez is the upward unit vector. 
The real parameters e > 0 and 2ui are the forcing amplitude and frequency, 
Cg = v/(gl3 + al/p)1/2 (with v = kinematic viscosity) is a capillary-gravity 
number and S = o ¡{a + pgí ) is a gravity-capillary balance parameter. These 
are related to the usual capillary number C = v\J'p/(a£) and Bond number 
B = pgf/a as Cg = C/(í + B)ll2 and S = 1/(1 + B). 
Although the CASF equations below apply in a wider parameter range, for 
simplicity we consider the (nearly-inviscid, nearly-resonant, weakly-nonlinear) 
distinguished limit 
\LÜ - Í2\ ~ ClJ2 ~ e « 1, (5) 
where f¿ is an inviscid eigenfrequency of the linearized problem around the quies-
cent state. We assume that f¿ has (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity N > 1. 
The situation N > 1 is nongeneric in the absence of symmetry in the sense 
that it is of higher codimension. However, in the presence of symmetry múlti-
ple symmetry-related modes can be excited simultaneously. Thus we consider 
small perturbations that split the eigenfrequency f¿ into N independent ones, 
f¿\,... ,Í?N, which will be assumed to be such that 
| í 2 f c - í 2 | - e < l for k = 1, ...,N. (6) 
The role of the streaming flow can be anticipated by considering the linearized 
problem around the quiescent state, whose solutions are of the form (u,p, f) = 
e
xt(V, P, F) + c.c, where (V, P, F) is a nontrivial solution of 
V-V = 0, XV = - V P + CgAV, ií(x,y)eS,-í<z<0, (7) 
V = 0 if z = - 1 or if (x,y) G dü, F = 0 if (x,y) e dü, (8) 
F - e z = AÍ1, [(VU + VUT)-ez] x e 2 = 0, 
P - ( l - S ) F + M f ' = C9[(VVr + V y T K ] ^ if z = 0. (9) 
In the nearly-inviscid limit, Cs —> 0, this problem exhibits two kinds of nearly-
margínal (with a small growth rate) modes. Either (i) A = ±il7 + O(y^C^), with 
|,171 r^  | y | r^  | p | ~ |.F| ~ 1 outside some viscous boundary layers of thickness 
O(^fCg) attached to the (solid and free) boundary; these are the well-known 
surface (or nearly-inviscid) modes associated with the surface waves. Or (ii) A is 
real, negative and such that |A| ~ \P\ ~ \F\ ~ C9 < 1, |V| ~ 1; these are the 
so-called hydrodynamic (or viscous) modes, and are the ones associated with the 
streaming flow. Note that the latter modes are non-oscillatory, exhibit small free-
surface deflection (both in contrast to the surface modes) and, like the surface 
modes, are near-marginal (and thus easily excited). Consequently neither mode 
type can be ignored a priori in a weakly nonlinear theory; the viscous modes may 
be ignored only in a strictly linear theory of the free surface motion. However, 
these modes, whose presence was recognized already by Lamb [13], are usually 
also ignored in the weakly nonlinear theory. We demónstrate below that this is 
in general inconsistent. 
3 Coupled Ampli tude-Mean Flow Equations 
In addition to the fast time variable t ~ 1, we consider the slow variable 
T = et. (10) 
Since C9 « 1, the surface-waves are nearly-inviscid in the bulk (outside the 
above-mentioned viscous boundary layers), where we may write 
(v,P, f) = e1 / 2e i w í E f = i Ak(Vk, Pk,Fk) + ce . 
+e[(vs,0,0)+J2ll=1ÁkMVHkl,Pkl,Fkl)+OT} + .... (11) 
Here (Vk,Pk,Fk) is the limit as Qk —> 17 of the inviscid eigenfunction associ-
ated with the eigenfrequeney 17 ,^ Ak is the associated complex amplitude that, 
together with the streaming flow velocity vs, is independent of the fast time t, 
overbars and c e stand for the complex conjúgate, and OT denotes oscülatory 
térras. In addition, we assume that the eigenmodes can be selected such that 
f f Vk-V[dx + f [(1 - S)FkFt + SVFk-VFl]dxd,y = Skl, (12) 
where 6k¡ is the Kronecker delta. This assumption is made only to simplify the 
derivation of the CASF equations and is frequently satisfied in practice. It allows 
us to obtain the leading order approximation to the energy of the system as 
N 
£ = Y.\M2- (13) 
fc=l 
Note that the mean flow velocity has been decomposed into two parts, namely 
(i) the ínvíscíd mean flow velocity, J2AkA¡VHki, with the potential Hk¡ given 
by 
AHkl = 0 if (x, y) G £ and - 1 < z < 0, (14) 
Hki = 0 if either z = — 1 or (x,y) G dS, (15) 
dHkl/dz = -iV-(FkVl + FiVk) if z = 0, (16) 
accounting for the normal component of the mean flow velocity at the unper-
turbed boundary, and (ii) the viscous mean flow velocity, or streaming flow ve-
locity, required to be tangent to the unperturbed boundary (vs-ez = 0 at z = 0). 
The evolution equations for the complex amplitudes and the streaming flow 
are obtained from the solvability conditions for the equations that result when 
the expansión (11) is substituted into (1) and into the boundary conditions (for 
the solution in the bulk) that result from matching conditions with the solution 
in the viscous boundary layers. This process is a natural extensión to the multi-
mode problem of the asymptotic derivation in [14]. The resonant oscillatory 
terms at 0(e3 /2) yield 
A
'k(T) = -[<**(! + í) + Ídk\Ak + ÍE¡L,n=l aklmnÁ,AmAn 
+iJ2li^iÁl-inj:l1¡0_1¡svs.gkldxAl (17) 
for k = 1 , . . . , N, and from the non-oscillatory terms, at orders e and e2, one 
obtains 
V-vs=0, (18) 
dva/&r - [vs + £ £ í = 1 AkMVHkl - gkl)\ x (V x vs) = -Vqm + eDAv{%9) 
for (x,y) G S, — 1 < z < 0, with the boundary conditions 
vs = E í ¡ = i AkAnpl if z = - 1 or if (x, y) G dS, (20) 
vs-ez=0, dva/dz = ¿2"l=1ÁkAi<plla.tz = 0. (21) 
Here and hereafter the tildes stand for the horizontal projection (of vectors or 
operators) and the vectors Lplkl and Lp2kl are tangent to the unperturbed boundary 
and depend on the position along it; these vectors, omitted here in the interests of 
brevity, can be written as hermitian bilinear, differential operators on (Vk, V¡), 
obtained from the analysis of the boundary layers mentioned above. In addition, 
for all k, l, m, n, 
5k=likCígl2/e, dk = (iü-nk)/e, D = Cg/e\ (22) 
CX-klmn Ot-klnm ^klmn ~r C^-lkmn C^mnlk ^nmlk *-*; \^"~*) 
9kl=ií2-1Vx(VkxVl). (24) 
Some remarks concerning the CASF equations above are now in order: 
a. The amplitude equations (17) include terms accounting for inertia, viscous 
damping, detuning, cubic nonlinearity, parametric forcing and coupling with 
the streaming flow. Departure írom the degenerate, múltiple eigenvalue case 
is incorporated only in the detuning terms, a consistent procedure at leading 
order. Likewise, the viscous effects are only present explicitly in the damping 
term. Consequently, the cubic terms are conservative, and henee do not affect 
the energy oí the system, given by (13), at leading order. The energy evolves 
according to 
N N 
d£/dT = - 2 ^ 4 | A 2 | 2 + [Y, ipkiÁkÁi + c . c ] , (25) 
fc=i ki=i 
a result that follows on multiplying (17) by Á¡., adding the complex conjúgate, 
adding up the results for k = 1 , . . . , N, and using (23)-(24). This equation also 
shows that the term accounting for the coupling with the streaming flow is also 
conservative at leading order, which is not surprising since the unscaled kinetic 
energy oí the streaming flow is of order e2, while that of the surface waves is of 
order e. 
b. The new term accounting for the coupling with the streaming flow is of the 
same order as the usual cubic nonlinear terms and thus, except for some special 
cases in which this term vanishes, it is inconsistent to neglect this term and 
retain only the cubic terms, as frequently done in the literature. Nonetheless, if 
the system is initially at rest, the total streaming flow momentum (and henee the 
coupling term) can remain small for a long time, until the momentum diffuses 
(or is convected) from the boundary into the bulk; see remark e below. 
c. In the generic case N = 1 the eigenfrequeney f¿ is algebraically simple, the 
phases of the eigenfunctions are constant, V\ and V\ are colinear and (see (24)) 
g11 = 0. In this case the term accounting for the coupling with the streaming 
flow in the (one) amplitude equation (17) vanishes identically and the evolution 
of Ai decouples from the streaming flow. Thus coupling requires the presence of 
at least two modes, as anticipated in §1. 
d. The analysis above of the mean flow has been made for convenience in 
terms of the Eulerian velocity. This is just the average velocity on the fast 
timescale í ~ 1 and according to (11) is given by e(vs + ^ÁkAiVHki) at 
leading order. The mass transport, or Lagrangian, velocity [6,15] is 
N 
vmt = e(vs + ] T AkAiVHkl) + vsd (26) 
k,l=l 
at leading order, and is associated with the averaged trajectories of material 







 E A*A*ki (27) 
k,i=i 
at leading order, where gkl is again given by (24). Note that both the inviscid 
mean flow and the Stokes drift are slaved to the surface waves, in contrast 
to the streaming flow. The mass transport velocity is relevant for comparison 
with flow visualizations (with an exposure time large compared to the forcing 
period) and, more generally for analyzing the transport (and mixing) of passive 
scalars [16,17]. When the streaming flow is ignored this is usually because it 
is assumed that it is small compared to the Stokes drift [16]. However, except 
in some special cases (see below), this assumption is incorrect, as seen from 
(26)-(27). The normal component of the Eulerian mean-flow velocity at z = 0 
is non-zero in general, but this does not lead to any mass transport across the 
unperturbed free surface. To see this we must consider the mass transport velocity 
(26). Eqs. (16) and (24) and standard formulas from vector analysis show readily 
that ~VHki-ez = gki'ez at z = 0, from which the result vmt-ez = 0 at z = 0 
follows at leading order on using (26)-(27). 
e. The momentum equation (20) includes a non-standard term proportional 
to both the Lagrangian velocity and the Eulerian vorticity. This term is called 
the vortex forcé and does not forcé any flow by itself (it vanishes if vs = 0) but 
can enhance or inhibit the effect of the remaining forcing terms; in fact this term 
can destabilize some shear streaming flows produced by water waves, like those 
associated with Langmuir circulations in ocean and lakes, see [15] and references 
therein. Moreover, we have included a 0(e) viscous term even though it is of 
higher order because it is required to satisfy the boundary conditions (20)-(21) 
that forcé the streaming flow. Since e <C 1, we must expect thin viscous boundary 
layers attached to the solid walls and the free surface, with thickness e1/2 and 
e1/3, respectively. According to (5) these are thicker than the boundary layers 
mentioned in §3 that lead to the boundary conditions (20)-(21), as required 
for consistency of the analysis. Note also that we must expect (at least) two 
timescales in the analysis of the CASF equations, namely a convective timescale 
T ~ 1 and a viscous timescale, T ~ e _ 1 , which can lead to extremely slow 
dynamics. 
/. According to (22a), the damping rate at leading order of the A;-th mode is 
1/2 
MfcCg > 0) a n ( i results from viscous dissipation in the boundary layers men-
tioned above. Nevertheless, if the contact line is fixed, as we are assuming here, 
the coeflicient ¡ik is quite small for all but the first few low order modes [18] and 
(22a) must be replaced by 5¡. = (^¡¡.Cg' + ¡jb'kCg)/e. If, in addition, Cg is not 
too small, then Sj. is in practice of order Cg/e and Sj. ~ 1 requires that Cg ~ e. 
Then eD ~ 1 and the two timescales mentioned above are no longer distinct. 
4 Double-Mode Interaction in Almost-Square Containers 
Let us assume now that the cross-section of the cylinder is a rectangle that is 
cióse to the square 
E:\x\< L/2, \y\ < L/2, (28) 
that the inviscid eigenfrequency f¿ is algebraically double, and that the asso-
ciated eigenfunctions are ( V i , P i , í i ) such that F\ is even in the x-direction 
and odd in the y-direction and (V2,P2,F2), obtained from ( V i , P i , í i ) by a 
reflection in the diagonal of the square. See [9,10] and [10,19,20,21,22,23] for 
experimental and theoretical analyses of this problem, all of them ignoring the 
streaming flow. Note that we are in the situation considered in §2-§3, with N = 2. 
After rescaling, the CASF equations (17)-(21) become 
A'±(T) = -[í+i(r±A)}A±+i(ai\A±\2 + a2\AT\2)A±+ia3A±A2T 
+iYA± ± Q ¡^ ¡s ug dxAT, (29) 
V-w = 0, (30) 
du/dr -[u + H(A+, A-) + G(A+,A-)] x (V x u) = -Vp + Re^AuiZl) 
if (x, y) G £ and — 1 < z < 0, with boundary conditions 
u = {\A+\2 + \A-\2)Vl + (\A+\2 - \A-\2)<p2 + (A+A_ + A+Á-)<p3 
+i(A+A_ - A+A_)<p4 if either z = - 1 or (x, y) £ dE, (32) 
u-ez = 0, dü/dz = i(A+A- - A+A_)cp5 if z = 0, (33) 
where A+ = Au A_ = A2, u = vs, T = T, r = UJ - (íh + í22)/2 and A = 
(i?i — í22)/2 up to O(l) scaling factors, and 
H = i(Á+A_ -A+A_)h, G = i(Á+A_-A+Á_)g, Re - e"1 > 1.(34) 
Note that the detuning parameter A is a rescaled measure of the departure of 
the cylinder cross-section from the square (28). The presence of this parameter 
is the only manifestation of the departure from the square cross-section, the 
remaining parameters and functions being calculated for the square case. Thus 
if A = 0 the CASF equations are invariant under the actions 
x —> — x, A+ —> — A+, u = («i,«2,u¿) —> (—«i,«2,W3), (35) 
x-^y, A+ <H> A-, {ui,u2,uz) <+{u2,ui,uz), (36) 
which genérate a group that is isomorphic to the symmetry group D4 of a square. 
Invariance of (29)-(33) under this group requires that (i) h, g, cp4 and cp5 be 
invariant under the actions 
£ ->• -£ , («i, «2,113) ->• («i, -u2, —u3), (37) 
x <H> y, (u1,u2,u3) ->• (—u2, - M I , —U3), (38) 
(ii) cp1 be invariant under (35)-(36), (iii) cp2 be invariant under x- and y-
reflections and under the action (37) and (iv) cp3 be invariant under reflections 
in the diagonals of the square and under the action (38). 
4.1 Reflection Symmetries and Timescales; 
Qualitative Comparison with Experiments 
Since g is invariant under (37)-(38), the term descrihing the coupling with the 
streaming flow in (29) vanishes if the solution exhibits at least one of the reflec-
tion symmetries of the group D4 generated by (35)-(36) (at each valué of T if 
the solution is time-dependent). Now we must take into account the symmetry 
properties of the container cross-section. 
A. For squares (A = 0) there are three types of primary branches (all con-
sisting of steady states), bifurcating from the flat state (A+ = A- = 0) at 
T = A/1 + r2: (i) puré states, of the form A+ ^ 0, A_ = 0 and A+ = 0, 
A_ y^ 0, (ii) standing mixed states of the form A+ = A- and A+ = —A- and 
(iii) progressive mixed states of the form A+ = \A_ and A+ = — L4_. The first 
two ones (the only ones encountered in [9]) are reflection-symmetric and thus do 
not involve the streaming flow. However, their stability properties do in general 
involve this flow, which could explain the quantitative differences encountered 
in [9] (see also [23]) between experiment and theory that ignored the streaming 
flow. The progressive mixed (steady) states exhibit an apparent rotation and 
have nonzero angular momentum, as explained in [10]; they do not possess any 
of the reflection symmetries in the group D4, and thus the streaming flow (which 
also exhibits an apparent rotation, and has a nonzero angular momentum and 
vertical vorticity) affects not only their stability properties but also their shape. 
Note that these mixed modes are the ones for which the discrepancy between 
experimental observations and the theory for square cells by Feng and Sethna 
[10, Fig.5] is the largest. 
B. For rectangles (A ^ 0) the CASF equations are no longer invariant under 
the group D4, but only under the smaller group D2 generated by (35) and 
y ->• -y, A- ->• - A - , u = ( « i , «2,113) ->• (Mi> - « 2 , «3)- (39) 
There are now only two primary branches of puré steady states, and the mixed 
steady states appear through secondary bifurcations. Fot this system Simonelli 
and Gollub [9] report seeing several types of interesting time-dependent states 
(some extremely slow, see below) that are not reflection-symmetric (at each 
T) and thus should involve the streaming flow in an essential way. Thus far 
all attempts to explain these states using theory that neglects the presence of 
streaming flow have failed completely; the observations [9] constitute therefore a 
demanding test for any theory. Feng and Sethna's [10] theory compares well with 
the observations for the reflection-symmetric states (Fig. 6) but fails completely 
[10, Fig.6] for the steady progressive mixed states that should involve streaming 
flow. For example, where the theory predicted steady progressive mixed states 
Feng and Sethna observed in their experiments some extremely slow, amplitude 
modulated, rotating waves whose apparent chaotic nature could not be ascer-
tained because of the extremely slow time scales involved. 
In connection with the slow phenomena mentioned above, we note that the 
conclusión Re ~ e _ 1 ^> 1 (see (34)) implies that the CASF equations (29)-
(33) exhibit dynamics on two distinct timescales (§3, remark e), namely T ~ 1 
and T ~ e _ 1 ^> 1. If the observed dynamics occur on the latter timescale, the 
observations may be used to investigate the role of the streaming flow and of 
initial conditions, as we now discuss. 
C. When the system is initially at rest, namely u = 0 at T = 0, a O(l) 
tangential velocity will appear in a thin viscous boundary layer near the bound-
ary where the vorticity is non-zero (due to the boundary conditions (32)-(33)), 
but the total streaming flow momentum in the bulk will remain small for a 
long time, T ~ fie-1, until it diffuses (and is convected) into the bulk from the 
boundary layers. During this transient the integral appearing in (29) remains 
small and the system approaches an at t ractor of the amplitude equations usu-
ally considered in the literature, namely those obtained when the streaming flow 
is ignored. But, after this long transient, the streaming flow comes into play and 
the solution converges to the t rue at t ractor of the full CASF system, frequently 
involving the streaming flow. Transients of this type have been reported in [9, 
§7.1] and in related laterally vibrated systems [24, Fig.8], and at t ractors reached 
on the viscous timescale might be involved in the experiment in [10]. If the vis-
cous timescale is longer than the time span of the experiment and the initial 
streaming velocity is appropriately small, the effect of the streaming flow will 
not manifest itself during the experiment. This fact could explain why some of 
the observations by Feng and Sethna [10] agreed with a weakly nonlinear theory 
tha t ignored streaming flow, while those by Simonelli and Gollub [9] did not; 
the cross-section of the container in the former case was more than three times 
larger and the viscous timescale therefore at least 10 times longer (of the order 
of several hours). 
D- If the initial streaming flow velocity is nonzero and satisfies the boundary 
conditions, the initial vorticity is also nonzero, and the streaming flow affects 
the dynamics of the surface waves from the very beginning. During an initial 
long transient on the convective timescale viscous diffusion in the momentum 
equation (31) can be ignored; the resulting system of simplified CASF equations 
can exhibit "attractors" tha t need not be cióse to the true at t ractors of the 
system, which will be reached only on the viscous timescale. Transients of this 
type might be responsible for the striking behavior reported in [9, Fig.16] and 
described as 's tructural instability', namely, tha t in these long transients the 
behavior of the system depends strongly on the initial condition for the streaming 
flow velocity, which is not controlled in the experiments [9]. 
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